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Abstract This paper deals with the task of speaker recognition in fourwire training and two-wire testing conditions. Instead of performing blind speaker diarization before the recognition stage, we directly perform the recognition on the nonsegmented (or imperfectly diarized) speech. We present an analysis of the problem with respect to three different speaker recognition systems and propose improved recognition techniques both in the frame domain and in the model domain. The proposed techniques reduce error rate significantly. Furthermore, the developed techniques may be also beneficial in conjunction with an imperfect blind diarization stage. Index Terms: speaker recognition, two-wire, summed channel



1. Introduction Speaker recognition in two-wire (2w) test sessions is an important task that raises interesting research challenges. Recognition in 2w test sessions may be required when the audio is recorded in an open environment such as a meeting, or for processing of telephony where only a 2w recording is available. Although the 2w testing (and training) condition is one of the conditions evaluated by the NIST speaker recognition evaluation [1], most participants choose not to address this condition. Those who do address it usually choose to apply a first stage of blind speaker diarization designed to segment the training/test sessions into two separate sides, each with a unique speaker. After the blind speaker diarization stage, speaker recognition techniques are applied as if the condition was four-wire (4w) [2]. The two-stage framework described above is not flawless. First, as no perfect speaker diarization algorithm is available [3], the sessions provided to the recognition phase are contaminated with audio from other speakers. The contamination may be more severe in noisy conditions where speaker diarization may perform poorly. Second, to achieve state-of-the-art diarization accuracy [4], significant computational resources must be allocated for the diarization task. In this paper, we explore techniques to optimize the performance of state-of-the-art speaker recognition when the test session is either 2w or the outcome of an imperfect speaker diarization stage. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the experimental setup and the baseline systems. Section 3 presents an analysis of running the described speaker recognition systems on 2w test sessions. Section 4 presents techniques in the frame domain for tackling some of the challenges raised in Section 3. Section 5 describes techniques in the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)



supervector [6] domain. Finally, Section 6 concludes.



2. Experimental setup and systems In this paper, we analyze and modify three different speaker recognition systems, which are described in Subsections 2.12.3. Subsection 2.4 describes the speaker diarization system we use for some of our experiments. Finally, Subsection 2.5 describes the datasets and protocol.



2.1. GMM-based system The GMM baseline system was inspired by the GMM-based system described in [7]. The front end is based on Melfrequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC). An energy-based voice activity detector is used to locate and remove nonspeech frames. The final feature set consists of 13 cepstral coefficients augmented by 13 delta cepstral coefficients extracted every 10ms using a 25ms window. Feature warping [8] is applied with a 300 frame window. GMMs of order 2048 with fixed diagonal covariance matrices are adapted from a universal background model (UBM). The GMM raw scores are normalized using TZ-norm [9].



2.2. Inter-session variability modeling based system The GMM-supervector-based system with inter-session variability modeling is a modified version of the system described in [9]. The system is based on the parameterization of both training sessions and test sessions with GMMs and embedding the GMMs into a GMM-supervector space (equation (1)):



{



}



~ Σ − 12 µ ,..., w ~ Σ − 12 µ  (1) GMM = µ g , Σ g , wg →  w n n n 1 1 1   where µ g , Σ g , wg are the mean, covariance, and weight of



~ is the weight of the gth the gth Gaussian of the GMM and w g Gaussian of the UBM. The above processing is done using the same front-end and GMM architecture as described in Subsection 2.1. Each target speaker is modeled as a multivariate normal distribution in the GMM-supervector space. The covariance matrix is shared among all speakers of the same gender, and estimated from a development set. Scoring is done by computing the likelihood of the supervector (extracted from the test session) given the probability density function of the target speaker. Final normalization is done as described in Subsection 2.1.



2.3. GMM-NAP-SVM based system The GMM-NAP-SVM supervector system is quite similar to the one described in [10]. This system uses the same front-end processing as described above and similar GMM architecture, except for the GMM order, which is 512. The GMM-NAP-



SVM was introduced as an evaluation framework for the virtual 2w training method described in Section 5.



Table 1. Results for the baseline systems: GMM, GMM-supervector intersession modeling, and GMMsupervector-NAP-SVM. Training condition is 4w.



2.4. Speaker diarization system For reference, a speaker diarization system based on Self Organizing Maps (SOM) [11] was used to segment the 2w test sessions. We denote this test condition as 2w+seg.



2.5. Datasets and protocol The experiments reported in this paper consist of male target speakers only. The NIST-2004 SRE corpus [1] was used as a development dataset. The development dataset was used for training the gender independent UBM (240 sessions), intersession variability modeling, NAP and SVM training (124 male speakers, 2507 sessions in total). 100 male speakers were used for T-norm, and 100 male sessions (from 100 speakers) were used for Z-norm. Note that some speakers were used for both inter-session variability modeling, NAP/SVM training and T-norm/Z-norm modeling. The NIST-2005 SRE corpus [12] was used for training target speakers and for test data. The set of target speakers consists of 181 male speakers. For each target speaker, two 4w sessions were randomly selected from the official NIST training lists and used for training. The deviation from the official NIST protocol (using two sessions for training) is justified since we focus on noisy conditions and the recognition performance obtained with single-conversation models does not seem to be useful in such applications (for the 2w test scenario). For our 2w experiments, we artificially summed the two sides of the 4w conversations to get the corresponding 2w sessions. This methodology was chosen to enable the execution of controlled experiments (4w vs. 2w). For testing, we used the male subset of the core 4w dataset. For 2w experiments, we again summed the two sides of the conversations. The total number of test sessions is 1013. Contrary to the NIST protocol, every target speaker is scored against every test session. For the 4w experiments, this results in male-male experiments only. For the 2w test condition, this results in experiments consisting of at least one male in each 2w test session.



3. Analysis



System



GMM GMM + inter-session modeling GMM+NAP+ SVM



EER (%) 4w test



EER (%) 2w test



(minDCF)



(minDCF)



2w+seg test (minDCF)



EER (%)



8.8 (0.0314) 3.9 (0.0135)



20.2 (0.0724) 13.9 (0.0478)



14.1 (0.0462) 7.8 (0.0316)



3.6 (0.0135)



14.4 (0.0459)



7.0 (0.0328)



3.2. Feature warping Feature warping is the process of normalizing a frame with respect to its adjacent frames. For 2w sessions, some of the adjacent frames may belong to a different speaker, and therefore the normalization will be different than intended. To assess the degradation accounted to feature warping, we ran a cheating experiment by replacing each 2w session with a concatenation of its two 4w sides (in the audio domain). For the GMM system, we received an EER of 15.9%. Our conclusion is that roughly 40% of the observed degradation on 2w testing is due to inadequate feature normalization. Note that a similar problem is expected for other normalization methods such as cepstral mean removal and variance normalization.



3.3. GMM scoring In the 2w condition, the GMM-based system scores frames that belong to more than a single speaker. Assuming one speaker is the target speaker (with α as the fraction of the frames spoken by the target speaker), the frames belonging to the second speaker modify the original score ST (what we would get in a 4w scenario) by averaging it with a (usually lower) score SN :



~ ST = αST + (1 − α )S N .



(2)



Given an estimate of α and SN, one could estimate ST from the



~



Training speaker models on 4w data and testing on 2w data using algorithms designed for pure 4w data is suboptimal and results in degraded accuracy. In this section, we examine different aspects of the recognition algorithms described in Section 2 with respect to 2w testing.



calculated score ST .



3.1. Baseline results



contamination is non-linear: let µ g , µ g be the means of the



Table 1 presents the equal error rate (EER) and minimal DCF [12] for the baseline GMM, GMM-supervector with intersession variability modeling, and GMM-supervector-NAPSVM systems. EER and minimal DCF approximately double when using blind speaker diarization (2w+seg test), compared to 4w testing (except for the GMM system where degradation is more moderate). For 2w testing without a preceding speaker diarization phase, another doubling in EER (except for the GMM system where the degradation is again more moderate) and 50% degradation in minimal DCF is observed.



gth Gaussians of the GMMs corresponding to the first and



3.4. GMM supervector parameterization Similarly to GMM scoring, the frames that do not belong to the target speaker contaminate the calculated supervector. The 1



2



1



2



second speakers (in a 4w framework), and wg , wg be the corresponding weights. The observed mean vector in the 2w framework would therefore be The mixing factor



w1g w1g



+ w g2



w1g w1g



+ w g2



 



µ g1 + 1 −



w1g w1g



+ w g2



 2 µ g . 



is Gaussian dependent; therefore



the overall mixing is non-linear.



3.5. Modeling in supervector domain The non-linearity described in the previous subsection implies that inter-session variability modeling techniques such as those described in Section 2 will not perform as good as they perform in the 4w test condition. Indeed, as seen in Table 1, the EER reduction when using inter-session variability modeling is 56% for the 4w condition and only 31% for the 2w case. SVM classification in the supervector domain also suffers from the mismatch between training in the 4w condition and testing in the 2w condition.



4. Frame-based techniques



A second approach is to optimize accuracy in the 2w testing condition by finding a set of weights {α1 ,…,αF}, α f = 1 , that will maximize the discrimination of the



∑



weighted LLR between the target speaker and imposters:



( )



LLR ' ( X ) = ∑ α f LLR x f



(4)



f



It



can



be shown



with



reasonable assumptions and



~   wi − w i ~ ,0 is optimal w w + i i  



approximations that α f ∝ max 



[14]. Results for the two methods are shown in Table 3.



In this section, we examine frame-based techniques for improving the performance of the speaker recognition systems described in Section 2 for the 4w-2w (i.e., training in 4w, testing in 2w) case.



Table 3. Results for the GMM-based system using frame-weighted scoring optimized for 2w testing. System



EER (%) (minDCF)



4.1. Top-F scoring In the GMM scoring framework, equation (2) implies that knowledge of the fraction of frames spoken by the target speaker (α) and the average second speaker score (SN) is sufficient for canceling the second speaker’s effect on the GMM score. In practice, we set α to be a fixed constant. SN is estimated by calculating the average score of the bottom-αn scoring frames (n denotes the total number of frames). Note that the scores must be normalized by subtracting the UBM score before the selection of lowest scoring frames to get improved accuracy. Since removing the bottom scoring frames is equivalent to retaining the top scoring frames, we name this technique top-F scoring. The results are presented in Table 2. Contrary to the results in [5], trying to smooth the scores (with adjacent scores) before score selection did not give as good results as without any smoothing. Table 2. Results for the GMM-based system on the 4w-2w task using top-F scoring. System GMM baseline GMM top-30%



EER (%) 20.2 17.9



minDCF 0.0724 0.0592



{



{



}



} trained for a target speaker,



~ , and a 2w test session X={x ,..,x } of a UBM u g , Σ g , w 1 F g length F, we approximate the GMM-based log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of frame xf by the LLR obtained from the most likely Gaussian in G, as shown in equation (3).



( )



LLR x f ≈ log



( (



) i)



Pr x f | µi , Σ i , wi ~ Pr x | u , Σ , w f



i



(



i



i = arg max Pr x f µ g , Σ g , wg



wj ~ wj + w j



~  17.6  w j − w  (0.0589) j , 0  ~  w j + w j 



Max. discrimination α f = max



4.3. GMM supervector parameterization The top-F scoring technique described for GMM scoring may also be used for GMM supervector parameterization. However, using this technique may partly reduce the computation efficiency of the supervector-based techniques. Given a target speaker and a 2w test session, the top-F scoring technique may be used in a first pass for frame selection; in a second pass, these frames may be used for GMM parameterization.



In this section, we examine model-based techniques for improving the performance of the speaker recognition systems described in Section 2 for the 4w-2w case.



5.1. Optimized weighting of supervector scoring The essence of [6] is that the classic GMM scoring algorithm can be accurately approximated by extracting GMM supervectors from both training and test sessions and computing the following metric:



(



) ( ) (µ



Pr(X Q) ≅ − 12 ∑wgP µgP − µgQ ΣQg



)



(3)



g



We model a target speaker by assuming that xf was generated ~ ) and by the target speaker with probability p i = wi ( wi + w i by the second speaker with the probability 1-pi. The LLR for the first case is the same as in equation (3). For the second case, we assume the LLR is zero (as it reveals no relevant information). The expected LLR for frame f is therefore pi LLR x f .



( )



Expected LLR α f =



20.2 (0.0724) 19.0 (0.0675)



5. Model-based techniques



4.2. Frame-weighted-based scoring Given a GMM G= µ g ,Σ g , wg



GMM baseline



T



−1



P g



)



− µgQ + C



(5)



g



In equation (5), Q and P denote the supervectors for the trained model and the test session respectively, and C is a constant. In a 2w testing condition, a different weighting scheme may be optimal. In order to find the optimal set of weights {αg} for which −



∑αg (µgP − µgQ ) (ΣQg )



−1



T



(µ



P g



− µgQ



)



g



is optimal (in the discriminative sense), we perform the following optimization: we estimate the expected value and



(



P



) (Σ ) (µ



QT



variance of Sg = − µg − µg



Q −1 g



P g



)



− µgQ for the target



speaker and for imposters (in the 2w scenario) and choose αg to be proportional to



D V



where D is the difference between the



expectations of Sg with respect to the target and the impostors, and V is the variance of Sg [14]. The results of two methods, assuming different assumptions and approximations (without proofs), are shown in Table 4. The above analysis may also be applied to the intra-speaker inter-session variability (ISIS) modeling framework. The results are shown also in Table 4. Table 4. Results for GMM-supervector-based systems using a weighting scheme optimized for 2w testing. System Baseline



~  wg − w  g ,0  ~  wg + wg  ~ ,0 α g ∝ max wg − w g



α g ∝ max 



{



}



EER (%)



EER (%)



(minDCF) No ISIS



(minDCF) ISIS



20.4 (0.0751) 16.6 (0.0589)



13.9 (0.0478) 12.4 (0.0433)



16.0 (0.0540)



12.1 (0.0416)



5.2. SVM training – reducing training mismatch In order to reduce the mismatch between the training condition (4w) and the testing condition (2w), we can train the SVM on GMM supervectors extracted from 2w conversations. However, this approach results in an additional degradation (EER of 22.3% for 2w-2w compared to the original 14.4% for the 4w-2w condition). This degradation is explained by the fact that important information is lost when the 4w training sessions are replaced by their 2w equivalents. Instead, we propose to simulate a 2w training condition without losing information contained in the 4w training sessions. This is done by replacing every 4w training session with a set of virtual 2w sessions. Each virtual 2w session is derived from two 4w conversion sides. One side is the original 4w training session (the target speaker side), and the other side is extracted from the background training speakers. In practice, given GMM parameterizations for two 4w conversation sides, the virtual 2w GMM supervector (m1 ,..., mn ) is derived according to equation (6):



 − 1 αwga µ ga + (1 − α )wgb µ gb   mg =  Σ g 2 a b   ( ) + − α w 1 α w g g   a



b
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